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UnsServ: Unstructured Peer-to-peer Services

Abstract—UnsServ is a modular unstructured peer-to-peer solution composed of independent services that aim to provide basic
functionalities, designed for using them as underlying technology. The work presented in this paper aims to achieve two different goals.
On the one hand, it gives a comprehensive global view on current state-of-the-art about unstructured peer-to-peer. With this objective,
six main services have been identified: scalable and churn resistant membership, clustering, aggregation, random sampling, broadcast
dissemination and searching. All of these parts are presented along with a reasoning on their utility, a survey on current alternatives
and a clear API for coupling it in a modular solution.
UnsServ is ultimately intended to be a deliverable piece of software, designed for deploying it as an underlying infrastructure for
software projects. So, for each service mentioned above, specific implementations have been chosen.

Index Terms—aggregation, clustering, DHT, dissemination, gossip, membership, modular, node, peer, sampling, unstructured
peer-to-peer.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE Internet experienced a huge growth between late
1990s and early 2000s. In 1995 there were 16 million

users on the Internet, not even the 0.4% of world’s popula-
tion. By the year 2005, 15.7% of the world, more than 1.000
million users were connected to it. In response to this fast
development, peer-to-peer technologies started to emerge.
Peer-to-peer systems, unlike the client-server model where
there is a strict separation on producer and consumer func-
tionalities and roles, are designed to achieve homogeneity.
Each participant can perform as a client and as a server
at the same time. Due to the lack of a centralized server,
this model was able to cope with big amounts of traffic as
the load was balanced between all nodes. It even offered
dynamic scaling for users’ load changes, in a time when
auto-scaling offered by on-demand cloud computing was
not still available.

Peer-to-peer systems reached their peak in the early
and middle 2000s with file-sharing systems like Gnutella,
Napster, Kazaa or eMule. They were able to attract and
handle millions of users. However, these systems did not
last much as anti-piracy laws were published, the Internet
bandwidth increased and big companies started to make use
of large clusters with high upload capacities. Centralized
solutions gradually set aside peer-to-peer technologies. Big
companies realized that centralizing their applications gave
them greater control at the expense of scalability and main-
tenance simplicity. As Conway’s law states “organizations
which design systems ... are lead to produce designs which
are copies of the structures of these organizations”.

One of the few survivors of those 2000s popular appli-
cations is the Bittorrent protocol. It is the clear champion
that still maintains millions of users. Moreover, in spite
of Netflix, Prime Video and other popular media-services,
in 2018 Bittorrent amounted to 32% of the total upstream
bandwidth in Middle East, Europe and Africa. But it is
wrong to perceive Bittorrent as the only current peer-to-
peer significant application. Many important technologies
use unstructured peer-to-peer as the underlying technology
for basic functionalities. For example, most Blockchain im-
plementations make use of a gossip data dissemination pro-

tocol, and the Cassandra database is based on a distributed
system that uses unstructured peer-to-peer for inter-node
communications.

Among developers, peer-to-peer networks are princi-
pally used for constructing decentralized overlays, where
little or no maintenance is needed. Peer-to-peer overlays can
be classified into two categories: structured or unstructured.
In structured overlays the network is shaped into a certain
topology, by constraining nodes to bond to neighbours
that fulfill certain criteria. Whereas, unstructured overlays
do not establish a global structure and nodes maintain
rather random connections. When developing decentral-
ized networks, structured solutions are the most popular
ones because of the simple key-value storage model they
offer through Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). However,
unstructured overlays, as the name states, do not offer a
clear structure. This, makes hard to understand their utility
and to obtain a comprehensive global view. Nevertheless,
unstructured networks are able to give core functionalities
that are hard to implement with DHTs [1], [2], or even
improve them through an hybrid solution [3].

This paper, makes two contributions. On the one hand,
it provides a transparent overview on unstructured peer-to-
peer through a group of six modular services: membership,
clustering, aggregation, random sampling, dissemination
and searching (they are the most frequent services in the
body of literature in unstructured peer-to-peer). These ser-
vices are thoroughly surveyed along with proposed APIs
that they may support to understand better their func-
tionalities. On the other hand, an implementation of these
services, called UnsServ, is proposed. UnsServ selects a
specific solution for each of the reviewed services. However,
no experiments have been done, the selection process has
been entirely based on author’s intuition.

We have tried to give a clear view of their functionality
by reducing them to simple APIs. These APIs are designed
to fit in with all the presented alternatives, they are the point
of union between different proposals. It is important to say
that they have been designed from scratch, we have not
based on any existing framework API.
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Fig. 1. Overlay network.

Fig. 2. Network types.

The paper is organized as follows. It starts presenting
an overview on unstructured peer-to-peer and explaining
the services in Section 2. Surveys on each of the services
along with their APIs are discussed in Section 3. Section 4
presents UnsServ. Future work is explained in Section 5, and
the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 OVERVIEW

Unstructured peer-to-peer systems form overlay networks.
These overlays are different from the IP layer, and they do
not reflect the underlying physical topology. Instead, they
maintain connections based on logical designs, as we can
see in Figure 1. However, unstructured overlays do not try
to converge into a specific configuration, but releases nodes
from neighbourhood constraints and utilizes statistics to
achieve different objectives. The formed overlay can be seen
as a graph, where vertices are nodes and edges are inter-
node connections. Most unstructured overlays naturally
tend to scale-free networks based on power-law distribu-
tions. There are a minority of vertices that monopolize con-
nectivity among nodes, exceeding considerably the average
degree. This is usually due to the underlying heterogeneity.
In this type of network, the highest degree nodes end up
being the weakness and the strength at the same time. If
they are specialized devices prepared for handling huge
amounts of traffic, they will offer a robust backbone to the
network. However, when one of these central nodes fails or
leaves, the overlay is very likely to suffer partitions. As a
result, many proposals try to avoid the scale-free property,
by achieving a small-world phenomena so that a random
graph is constructed instead [4], [5], [6]. If this is not possi-
ble, they develop techniques to roundabout the underlying
heterogeneity [7]. A visual comparison between these two
type of networks, scale-free and random networks, can be
seen in Figure 2

In order to build the overlay, each participant exchanges
information with others periodically. Thanks to these com-
munications, peers are able to coordinate in a way so that

when a node joins or leaves the network, the overlay is
automatically updated. Moreover, as it will be explained
later, we will make use of this capability to achieve func-
tionalities that are hard to obtain otherwise. To be able to
interchange information, a node needs to be aware of other
peers. Some solutions choose to maintain a global view
where everyone knows everyone [8]. That is, every node
maintains a list with all other members, and it systematically
checks their membership by performing periodic pings.
Even though it facilitates network’s maintenance, it scales
inefficiently because of the large overhead that involves
peers dynamism. Every time a process joins, the connections
amount increases at least N+1, where N is the total amount
of participants. That is why most systems propose fixed-
size local views. Instead of knowing everyone, each peer
only knows l neighbours, where l is a global constant that
determines the maximum local view size. Thus, new nodes
only require l other nodes to update their views.

An underlying technology is needed for providing nodes
with random neighbours to exchange the information with.
This service, which is called membership, tries to fill the
local view by producing uniformly random groups of neigh-
bours. It is also in charge of detecting and replacing neigh-
bours churns. This is the first service needed for building
a general understanding of unstructured peer-to-peer, and
indeed, this is the first service we present.

On top of membership there is the clustering service, which
aims to introduce bias in unstructured networks. For exam-
ple, you may want to better match the physical topology,
sorting or grouping peers by network distance. For that, the
clustering service adds some loose rules and probabilistic
techniques to the membership management. Two main con-
cerns arise when implementing this service. On the one
hand, to be able to maintain a random overlay despite
the biased connections. And on the other hand, to avoid
partitions so that nodes do not become isolated.

The next service we propose is aggregation. Aggregation
refers to compute a global information from distributed nu-
meric values in the network. This functionality is important
for systems monitoring or tuning metrics that depend on
overall network’s quality. For example, it may be important
to keep track of the current network size N , the congestion
in the overlay, or even the average latency in node connec-
tions. For such use cases, unstructured peer-to-peer can be
used as the underlying technology.

Another important functionality is the random peer sam-
pling. Randomness is a key characteristic in statistics. That
is why it is a highly valued quality for many applications.
Furthermore, random sampling may also be needed for
producing peer-to-peer systems [9]. Hence, sampling has
been selected as one of the main services. However, at first it
may look unnecessary. One could argue that the membership
service already features it. But this is only true when the
local view is cyclically updated, and even so, membership is
not able to give explicit control over the random sampling.
So, it is a better approach to decouple these two services.

On the other hand, there are a lot of applications which
need to broadcast data as efficient and as fast as possi-
ble. For example, streaming media services, news feed or
even multiplayer video games. Unstructured peer-to-peer
may contribute greatly to this area by implementing a
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Fig. 3. Services stack.

dissemination service. For it, it just needs to create a proper
mechanism on top of the overlay that tries to minimize
message redundancy and peers inactivity. If the system is
able to maximize peers contribution and coordinate them to
forward data efficiently, it will offer a superior solution than
a client-server model.

Lastly, we present searching. There a lot of cases where
we want to find a certain file or multiple files under a
common topic. However, in distributed systems this is a
hard task because the files are dispersed among participants.
Commonly, searching is implemented by means of structured
DHTs, which are able to find specific files deterministically
in log2 N steps [10], [11]. But as shown in [3], [12], in
some cases there is no need for such strong guarantees, and
unstructured solutions may be preferred as a caching-like
service. That is to say, fast-response queries are performed
through the unstructured search, and only if they fail, struc-
tured deterministic queries are carried out.

For a more comprehensive perspective, these services
can be seen as stacked modular technologies, which is
shown in Figure 3. The first layer is only composed of the
membership service. This is the underlay that all the other
services use. Next, clustering is placed on top of membership.
It is necessary to denote that this is an optional layer, be-
cause biasing is not always needed. Finally, we position the
remaining services on top of the first two layers: clustering,
sampling, dissemination and searching. Even though upper
layers are dependent on the ones below them, they are
completely abstracted from each other, thanks to a modular
approach that exposes simple APIs.

3 SERVICES

As mentioned in Section 1, a survey on different services is
presented in this section. For each service, the state of the
art is first explained, different alternatives are compared,
and finally, an API is proposed. We expect a simple API
will help to settle down concepts and contribute towards a
modular solution.

3.1 Membership
In the last two decades, unstructured peer-to-peer in dis-
tributed large-scale systems has been able to offer important
applications that include monitoring, data streaming and
synchronization. Behind all those services, it lays a funda-
mental service: membership. This service is responsible for
providing nodes with neighbours to exchange the informa-
tion with.

There are a lot of different proposals on this topic.
That is why, the first thing we need to do, is to find the
best way to classify them. We propose to classify them

based on the initiative when exchanging information. A
membership service can be either reactive or proactive. In
a proactive approach, also known as cyclic, every node
cyclically exchanges its local view with its neighbours, and
then it merges the newly discovered peers with its cur-
rent neighbours, into the local view. So, the partial view
is updated even if there is no alteration in the overlay.
Conversely, in the reactive approach, a node only replaces
its neighbours when they are found to be down, or if a
new peer joins and the local view is not full. It only reacts
to failures and new arrivals. Therefore, the partial view is
not altered until nodes decide to join or leave the network.
The tradeoffs between these two approaches are clear. In a
reactive overlay, the maintenance overhead is very small,
but as a result, it takes a while to detect an error. Whereas, a
proactive membership is constantly refreshing nodes, and as
a result, detects errors rapidly. This, makes it highly-resilient
to churns, in exchange of higher maintenance overhead.

Most of the proactive proposals make use of gossiping
protocols [4], [6]. Gossiping can be well understood when
comparing it with how humans spread rumours. Imagine
a high-school where students talk to each other in the hall
whenever they have a break. Each student encounters other
randomly, and it shares the rumour. If a new rumour is first
told in the morning, by the end of the day, almost every stu-
dent will have heard about it. Notice that when a gossip is
shared, they do not know if the other student already knows
about it. So there will be some redundant exchanges. But
how is gossiping implemented in a peer-to-peer network?
Every t time units, each node selects a neighbour. Then, it
communicates with the neighbour and they exchange their
local views. And after the exchange, each part generates a
new local view, by merging the received neighbours with
the current ones.

In [16] a very lightening survey is presented about
gossip-based membership. There, gossiping implementa-
tions are classified depending on three dimensions: peer
selection, view propagation and view selection. Peer selection
is used for deciding which neighbours to choose for ex-
changing the local view with. There are three main selection
strategies: randomly, the oldest neighbour, or the youngest
neighbour. Old and young refer to how long a neighbour
have been in the node’s local view. View propagation indi-
cates how the exchange is performed, and there are three
methods: the node sends its local view to the neighbour
(push), the node retrieves the local view from the neighbour
(pull), or they both send each other their views (pushpull).
Lastly, View selection is used for deciding how to merge the
current local view and the one received from the neighbour.
The peer selection strategies are: uniform randomly, the
youngest peers, and the oldest peers. There are 27 possible
combinations that can be used for implementing different
gossiping protocols. Experiments that compare all these
combinations can be found in [16]. However, these are the
most important conclusions:

• In View selection always choosing the youngest neigh-
bours offers the highest overlay reparation times in
presence of churns.

• The communication symmetry presented in pushpull
is superior to the other View propagation strategies.
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TABLE 1
Membership protocols comparison.

reactive proactive gossiping homogeneity efficiency reliability scalability
Newscast [6] X X X X
Cyclon [4] X X X
HyParView [13] X X X X X X
SCAMP [14] X X X X
Swaplink [9] X X X
Araneola [15] X X X

• Choosing the oldest neighbours in Peer selection is un-
desirable because it generates high clustering. Also,
there is no clear difference between selecting random
nodes or the youngest ones.

• All dynamic gossip-based unstructured overlays of-
fer scalability.

Among proactive gossiping protocols, there are two main
solutions. On the one hand there is Newscast [6] that
implements a random peer selection, a symmetric view
propagation, and it always chooses the youngest on view
selection. On the other hand, Cyclon [4] implements a sym-
metric view propagation policy, but it does randomly select
the neighbors when merging the local view, and it always
chooses the youngest neighbor for exchanging membership
information with.

On the contrary, there is no general survey related to
reactive overlays. Even so, we have noticed that the major
difference between reactive approaches lays in whether they
are hybrid or not. Hybrid solutions, make use of gossiping
somehow. One of the main hybrid implementations, which
can be found in [13], is called HyParView. HyParView
constructs a reactive overlay on top of a proactive local
view. On the one hand, it maintains a reactive view which
uses a heartbeat mechanism for detecting failures. The re-
active local view is called active view, and it is updated in
reaction to neighbours disconnections. When a neighbour
from the active view fails, it is replaced by one from the
passive view. The passive view is the proactive layer, which
is constantly updated, and is implemented by a gossiping
membership such as [4] or [6]. It is used for rapidly replacing
failing neighbours from the reactive layer. Also, in order
to improve reliability and to speed up failure detection,
HyParView opens a TCP connection for every neighbour.
Even though TCP’s keepalive and ACK mechanisms imply
a bigger overhead, HyParView can afford it, because the
active view is very small. The authors recommended to
maintain only five neighbours in the active view, because it
offers high efficiency while maintaining gossiping reliability
and scalability.

Apart from hybrid solutions, there are a bunch of other
proposals which do not use a proactive overlay, but a
reactive one. Reactive overlays present higher efficiency due
to the lack of maintenance messages. Each implementation
tries to improve different network properties. An applica-
tion called SCAMP [14] proposes a probabilistic gossiping.
It only updates the local view when a peer joins or leaves the
network, and when a node receives a new join notification,
it puts the new peer in its view with a probability p that
depends on the number of current neighbors. This reactive
randomness ensures high reliability. Swaplink [9] tries to

adapt to the underlying heterogeneity by letting each node
to specify its desired degree (connections amount). Every
time a neighbour fails, it executes a query for searching
a new available node. This query is biased by nodes that
indicated high desired degrees. However, in [15] it does not
take heterogeneity into account. It proposes a self-organized
membership protocol that focuses on reliability.

3.1.1 Proposed API
Membership API contains four functions:

• join membership(bootstrap nodes): function for
joining the peer-to-peer network. Note that some
implementations may use a DHCP Discovery like
initialization. In such cases, boostrap nodes would be
null or an equivalent.

• leave membership(membership id): function for
gracefully leaving the network.

• get neighbours(): function for explicitly retrieving
neighbours from the local view. In hybrid solutions
both, the active and passive views, would be re-
turned.

• set neighbours callback(callback): function for
passing a callback to the membership protocol,
which will be called whenever the neighbourhood
changes.

3.2 Clustering

The overlay topology is what defines the neighbourhood of
a node. Who is connected to who or who knows who. This
topology is continuously changing and evolving because of
network’s dynamism. In section 2 we said that a random
topology offered a lot of benefits. However, randomness is
not always desired. That is because the overlay topology
influences and impacts on many important functions. Func-
tions like searching, data dissemination or even aggregation
can make use of different topologies for achieving better
results. Moreover, topology management, can be seen like
a clustering service. For example, it may be wanted to
match the underlying physical topology with the peer-to-
peer overlay. Then, that could be translated to a group-
ing problem where you want nodes within the same area
(country, region, city, etc.) to form connected clusters. For
these reasons, we have decided to include clustering as an
unstructured service.

There are many articles that make use of unstructured
peer-to-peer for implementing clustering functionality. There
are two main approaches for dealing with it. Some, try to
present a general solution which offers the possibility of
choosing what the clustering will be based on. And others,
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TABLE 2
Clustering protocols comparison.

general proximity-oriented double-layered high connectivity
GoCast [17] X X X
Araneola [15] X
T-Man [18] X
X-Bot [19] X X X

propose methods that solely deal with a specific clustering,
such as the physical topology. So, clustering solutions can be
classified depending on their flexibility.

There are very interesting solutions among proposals
that focus on a specific clustering. GoCast [17] creates a
proximity-aware gossip overlay. It maintains a highly re-
silient tree on top of a gossiping network. Gossiping is used
for providing unbiased random nodes when connections
on the main tree fail or partitions occur. Tree connections
are created based on physical proximity between nodes.
Another interesting proposal called Araneola can be found
in [15]. Araneola’s main objective is to offer a membership
protocol for multi-point to multi-point reliable application-
level multicast. But, it also provides a detailed extension on
how to exploit available bandwidth by maintaining nearby
neighbour connections. This extension has two parts: a
mechanism for finding close nodes, and a second mecha-
nism for connecting to them. In order to search near nodes,
it measures the network latency to every neighbour discov-
ered at bootstrap time, and it puts them in a candidates list.
Then, the second task, connects to the nearest candidates
from the list, and maintains a local view with those nearby
neighbours. Whenever a nearby node fails, it is replaced
with a candidate from the list filled by the first task. For
refreshing the candidates list, within every message in the
network, sender’s known neighbours are piggybacked.

The mentioned applications present very efficient clus-
tering solutions. Nevertheless, they are only useful for a sin-
gle use case. That is why, more general proposals have been
carried out. There are two important articles which discuss
this topic. In [18] T-Man is presented, a generic protocol that
constructs and maintains user-defined topologies. Different
topologies are described through a ranking function, which
specifies the preference of a node for choosing neighbours.
Thanks to the abstraction provided by the ranking function,
it is easy to construct generic and flexible overlays depend-
ing on each use case. This technology is easily adaptable
to the gossiping memberships mentioned in Section 3.1.
It would just need to apply the ranking function when
merging the views after the exchange. Also, for avoiding
partitions, it would need to take into account neighbours
age, and remove oldest X (constant global value) before
sending the local view to the neighbour.

The second generic clustering proposal is called X-Bot
[19]. X-Bot could be seen as a mixture between T-Man and
HyParView. On the one hand, it uses a ranking function
defined by the user for biasing the overlay. But, on the
other hand, it maintains two different views, an active
and a passive view. The active view is biased, and the
passive view is uniformly random. When the active view is
full, it periodically executes an optimization procedure. The
optimization procedure makes use of the ranking function,

Fig. 4. X-Bot connectivity.

comparing candidate nodes from the passive view with
current neighbours. If a candidate is found to be better
ranked than a current link, X-Bot tries to replace it. As a
result of the uniform random view, X-Bot results in a highly
clustered and connected overlay, as shown in Figure 4. That
is, unlike T-Man, there are maintained enough connections
between nodes from different cluster, to assure connectivity
in presence of churns. This strengthens the network, making
it more resilient to massive failures.

3.2.1 Proposed API
Clustering API is composed of four functions:

• join cluster(cluster configuration): function for
joining a cluster on top of a peer-to-peer network.
Note that the cluster configuration parameter
depends on each implementation. For example, in
the case of T-Man, it may include a ranking function.

• leave cluster(cluster id): function for gracefully
leaving a cluster.

• get neighbours(): function for explicitly retrieving
neighbours from the local view.

• set neighbours callback(callback): function for
passing a callback to the clustering protocol, which
will be called whenever the biased neighbourhood
changes.

3.3 Aggregation
Aggregation refers to the computation of global values or
properties which are based on data dispersed all over the
network. Some of these properties could be the average or
total bandwidth, the average CPU or RAM usage, or even
the number of participants in the network. These aggregates
are very useful in many systems that are designed for
self-organizing in large-scale distributed systems. Nodes
can tune system parameters depending on the periodically
updated aggregates. Apart from self-organizing use cases,
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TABLE 3
Aggregation protocols comparison.

gossiping random-walks general single-purpose efficiency
Anti-entropy aggregation [2] X X
Extrema Propagation [20] X X X
Sample and Collide [21] X X

aggregation services offer simple and scalable monitoring.
Even centralized applications may want to externalize sys-
tem’s supervision by deploying a peer-to-peer network.
These self-maintained networks make them to save resource
usage like bandwidth or computation.

Some articles differentiate between proactive and re-
active solutions. In a reactive approach, a node issues a
request for the aggregate and the result is only returned
to the issuer. To the contrary, in a proactive approach, all
nodes compute continuously the aggregate, and the result
is known to all participants. Even so, we have preferred to
classify them into two groups: gossip-based and random-
walk techniques. That is, we classify them depending on
the communication pattern. We already explained what
gossiping is, but we have not talked about random walks.
In Section 3.4 we will explain them in depth, but as a
quick introduction, random walks are paths constructed by
forwarding a message through the network where every
step (node) is uniform randomly chosen, and they have
a maximum limit of hops. This classification is based on
the one presented in [22], which also includes the flooding
technique. We did not include flooding because due to its
huge lack of scalability, it is not a real alternative. Never-
theless, apart from the communication pattern, all solutions
also differ in how they face the tradeoff between aggregate
precision and computation time. The higher precision is
required, the more it will last to compute it.

Among gossip-based methods, there are many solutions.
However, two of them have been selected as the most
representative ones [2], [20]. In [2] a gossiping protocol
for calculating aggregates in a completely decentralized
network is presented. This solution assumes that every
node contains a numeric value. The value can represent
any node property or network characteristic, such as the
humidity measured by a sensor, node’s storage capacity, or
the number of active neighbours. This solution is continu-
ously executing an aggregation task. For getting up-to-date
estimates, the protocol execution divides the time space in
epochs, which are at the same time conformed by cycles. In
every cycle, each node chooses a random neighbour from its
local view, and they exchange their numeric values. Then,
a new value is computed based on the current local value
and the one retrieved from the neighbour. For example, if
the global average is being computed, the value would be
calculated by summing both numbers and dividing them
by two (the average). An important condition is that the
aggregate computation must decrease the global variance,
but it cannot change the global value. This protocol assumes
that nodes are uniform randomly connected, so it needs an
underlying membership service which provides a random
overlay. Apart from the average, it is able to provide the
following aggregates: minimum/maximum, counting, sums
and products, variance and other moments, and rank statis-

tics.
Secondly, [20] introduces a clever solution, which is

called Extrema Propagation, based on the statistical theory
of extreme values. Extreme value theory is used for mod-
elling risk of extreme, rare events. It provides a method for
counting the number of nodes in the network. This method
is fast, every node obtains correct estimates after D steps or
hops. D is the network diameter, that is, the shortest path
(number of hops) between the two most distant nodes in
the network. In this protocol, each node chooses a random
number from a known probability distribution. Then, the
peer aggregates that number by exchanging it with its
neighbours and applying the minimum function. The result-
ing value will be part of a new distribution that is based on
the number of total nodes, which will be easily calculated. In
order to obtain a higher precision, instead of aggregating a
single value, the sampling amount can be increased by using
a vector of K values, so that K independent distributions
are generated to calculate and compare different counting
results. The main benefit of this approach is that accuracy is
independent of the network size N , instead, it is determined
by K . On the other hand, this method is limited to counting
aggregation. Unlike the previous solution, it is not able
to provide other aggregates. However, alike the preceding
proposal, it does expect an underlying cyclic membership
which offers new random neighbours periodically.

Lastly, there are other solutions based on random walks
such as [21]. But, in the end, they all work in a very similar
way. They execute one or several random walks for getting
network samples which are representative enough. And
later, they make use of statistics for inferring the global
aggregate. For example, in [21] it proposes a peer counting
method called Sample and Collide. This protocol maintains
a network where every node has a unique identifier. In order
to calculate the total number of nodes, the protocol executes
multiple random walks for getting random samples, and it
is able to estimate the aggregate by observing the number
of samples required for getting a duplicate.

3.3.1 Proposed API

Aggregation service defines four functions:

• join aggregation(aggregate configuration):
function for starting to calculate periodically a
certain aggregate. Note that aggregate configuration
parameter depends on each implementation.

• leave aggregation(aggregate id): function for grace-
fully stopping to calculate an aggregate.

• get aggregate(aggregate id): function for retrieving
the current aggregate. start aggregation must have
been called before. In the case of random-walk im-
plementations, they can either run a random walk
when this function is called, or periodically calculate
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the aggregate and return the last value when this
function is executed.

• set aggregation callback(aggregate id, callback):
function for passing a callback to the aggregation
protocol, which will be called whenever the aggre-
gate value changes.

3.4 Sampling
Uniform random sampling is at the heart of a lot of differ-
ent randomized algorithms, which are commonly applied
in statistics (e.g. Las Vegas algorithm or Monte Carlo al-
gorithm). Randomness in unstructured peer-to-peer is ob-
tained either by gossiping or launching random walks.
Gossiping updates neighbour samples periodically, but it
is limited by the global constant waiting-time that indicates
how much time is elapsed between gossip exchanges. On
the contrary, random walks offer the possibility to explicitly
trigger a process for getting a random sample. In Section
3.3 we shortly explained what a random walk is. How-
ever, a better understanding is needed because all sampling
services implementations make use of random walk tech-
niques.

Random walks can be seen as a message that is for-
warded from one peer to another, and in every passing
message the next node is uniform randomly selected. These
messages do not stay forever in the network, they have
some kind of limit of hops. Most of the implementations
include a Time To Live (TTL) field within the messages so
that in every step the TTL is decreased, and the random
walk finishes when TTL reaches to zero. The node at which
the message TTL arrives with value of zero is the random
sample. Another less common strategy is to let the random
walk continue until it gets back to the original initiator. A
random walk is only truly random if the walk ends in a
node n from the network, with probability 1

N . It has been
proved as shown in [23] that when random walks are long
enough, they can converge into a random sample. However,
this conclusions are only valid if the graph contains uniform
degrees, that is, all nodes maintain the same amount of
connections. But, in real world networks this condition is
rarely met, that is why, some solutions try to bypass this
problem by implementing a biased selection when choosing
the next hop.

There are three main Random Walk algorithms:
Maximum-Degree Algorithm (MD), Metropolis-Hastings
Algorithm (MH) and Random Weight Distribution Algo-
rithm (RWD). In the following paragraphs, these three al-
gorithms will be explained. It is noteworthy to say that [7]
presents a very good survey on random walks.

In Maximum-Degree Algorithm every node assigns local
transition probabilities to each neighbour. One of the main
drawbacks of this algorithm is that it needs the maximum
degree dmax among all the nodes in the network, in order
to calculate the local probabilities. The maximum degree is
a dynamic property which leads to a continuous dissem-
ination of the value, increasing the maintenance overhead
and consistency faults. Each neighbour receives a transition
probability 1

dmax
, and the remaining probability 1− d

dmax
is

assigned to self-transitioning, where d is the node’s degree.
Note that the higher degree the node has, the lower the self-
transitioning probability will be. As a result, the transition

probabilities are homogenized in the network, despite of
heterogeneous node degrees.

Metropolis-Hashting was firstly implemented in a non-
distributed matter. But later, an adaption of the original
design was developed. Every node is constantly sharing its
current degree with the neighbours. When a peer n receives
a message with a TTL higher than zero, it computes the
next hop neighbour. First, it randomly chooses a neighbour
y, and at the same time it generates a random number r
in the interval [0, 1]. If r < dn

dy
, it forwards the message

to the neighbour, otherwise it self-transitions. In this way,
the higher neighbour’s degree is, the less likely will be
forwarded to. Even though there is a small maintenance
overhead for periodically sharing node degrees, transition
probabilities are more uniform random than in MD, because
apart from the self-degree, it also takes into account neigh-
bours degrees.

Lastly, Random Weight Distribution is a random walk
algorithm that focuses on reducing the walk’s path length.
In order to achieve so, it reduces self-transitioning proba-
bility, resulting in a less biased self-transitioning, compared
to Metropolis-Hashting and Maximum-Degree. However, at
the expense of a shorter path, it is less resistant to churn, as
it needs to maintain some kind of state about its neighbours,
and whenever a neighbour goes down, all the probabilities
must be recalculated. For this reason, RWD is better suited
for reactive (more stable) overlays. This algorithm instead of
using a global maximum-degree like in MD, it defines global
constant p that represents a number that will always be
higher than the global maximum-degree. Also, it makes use
of a quantum q that defines the minimum unit of transition-
ing probability. RWD has two phases. The first one is the ini-
tialization, where every neighbour is assigned a probability
1
p , and the remaining is assigned to self-transitioning. The
second phase optimizes neighbours probabilities in node
n. While n’s self-transitioning probability is more than q
and there is at least one neighbour available, a random
neighbour m is chosen and asked to increase the transition
probability to n. If m accepts the request, then, m will
decrease self-transitioning probability by a quantum q, and
it will increase the transition to the requester n by q. Finally,
node n will also increase the transition to m and decrease
the self-transition by a quantum q. For this optimization to
work, it is necessary that the overlay is symmetric so that if n
maintains m as a neighbour, m also considers n a neighbour.

3.4.1 Proposed API
• get sample(): function for retrieving a random sam-

ple from a peer-to-peer network.

3.5 Dissemination
In today’s internet, tones of data is transferred from one
point to another. One specific use case is the data broadcast-
ing dissemination. This is usually needed on applications
that manage news feeds, media content or multiplayer
videogames. Their main objective is to send data to all its
users as fast as possible. In centralized systems such as
Netflix, Google or any other that deals with huge amount
of users, they make use of big clusters that provide high
bandwidth. In order to reduce latency, they delegate static
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TABLE 4
Random Sampling protocols comparison.

self-degree aware neighbors-degree aware efficient suited for dynamism
Maximum-Degree X X
Metropolis-Hastings X X
Random Weight Distribution X X X

TABLE 5
Dissemination protocols comparison.

gossiping tree
structured

data
centric

multiple
source

single
source biased nodes on-demand efficiency scalability reliability

LBPCast [24] X X X
Agno [25] X X X
Aoto [26] X X X X X
Brisa [27] X X X X X
Bullet [28] X X X X X
Mon [29] X X X X X X X
Plumtree [30] X X X X X
Rappel [31] X X X X X
RASM [32] X X X X X X
Thicket [33] X X X X
Chainsaw [34] X X
Chunkyspread [35] X X X X
Coolstreaming [36] X X X X

content dissemination to CDN servers. However, broad-
casting use cases tend to deal with real-time streaming,
so caching the static content do not offer a significant
improvement. Applications which deal with intensive data
dissemination processes, may decide to partially hand over
the duty to the users, so that they save computation and
bandwidth resources, and in some cases, it can even im-
prove dissemination latency. Moreover, saving network and
computation resources enables to offer higher quality in that
other services the system offers.

Unstructured peer-to-peer offers the possibility to exter-
nalize data dissemination to users, by implementing a dis-
semination service on top of an unstructured overlay. There
are a lot of papers talking about it and presenting solutions
for different scenarios. The simplest implementation con-
sists of flooding the entire network. But, just like knowing all
nodes in the network is not scalable, neither is implementing
broadcast dissemination by means of flooding. It incurs in a
lot of redundancy and bandwidth waste. As shown in [37],
the theoretical optimal solutions are deployed by means of
binomial pipelines or multicast trees. Unfortunately, they
are not feasible in practice because they both require static
overlays which suffer no alteration while the dissemination
takes place. That is why, the classification we present only
takes into account three different designs: gossiping, hybrid
(tree/gossiping) and data-driven swarms. The last type
refers to Bittorrent-like protocols, which pull the data from
neighbours and focus on finding better barter strategies and
incentives for improving efficiency when pulling the data.

Apart from membership, gossiping is also used for data
dissemination. However, it is far from multicast trees ef-
ficiency. It generates a lot of bandwidth waste, it suffers
high dissemination latencies, and it lacks of delivery de-
terminism (delivery determinism means that every node
in the network will receive the message). Even so, there
have been some proposals such as LPBCast in [24] or
Agno in [25]. Agno is a data multicast application that

uses gossiping for organizing nodes, and it is thought to
be deployed along with a searching system. When nodes
execute search queries, reverse indices are created along
the path so that they contain probability of success for a
given object. Thus, when a node wants to multicast a certain
information, reverse indices are used for walking backwards
in search queries, and that way, peers who searched a given
object will receive the multicast. On the other hand, LPB-
cast, which stands for Lightweight Probabilistic Broadcast,
disseminates data piggybacked in cyclic gossiping. In every
message, nodes include the latest broadcasted messages and
a digest with the last X data items. The digests only include
identifiers and the sender address. When a peer receives a
message for the first time it forwards it to its neighbours in
the next gossiping exchange. And if an unreceived message
ID is detected in a digest, the node waits a certain time for its
reception, and if it timeouts, it asks for the missing data to
the original sender. This last solution can be improved using
the strategy presented in [38], which reduces gossip-based
broadcast messages amount, by implementing an age-based
garbage-collection.

The majority of solutions on this topic are implemented
as hybrid designs. There are a lot of alternatives [26], [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. Most of them are based on
a similar system. They construct spanning tree structures
on top of a gossiping system. The tree structure is used for
data dissemination. Whenever a new message is received
or generated, it is transmitted through the tree. Conversely,
gossiping is used for sending data digests and detecting tree
failures. If an unreceived message is detected in any of the
digests, and it is not received after a time, it means a tree
connection was broken. In order to fix the tree, the node
creates a new link to the peer that sent the digest. There
are different strategies for constructing trees, but generally,
network latency is used for choosing between candidates.
Initially, nodes start to listen for messages, and whenever
a duplicate message is received, only one of the senders
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is kept as a tree connection, all the others are switched of.
The switched off neighbours are solely used for sending and
receiving digests through gossiping.

Obviously, different hybrid solutions offer unique char-
acteristics. In [28] it makes use of TCP Friendly Rate Contorl
(TFRC) as the inter-node communication protocol, because
compared to TCP, it applies a less severe rate reduction
on package loss. The system presented in [27] is able to
construct two different trees: a regular tree where internal
nodes have a single parent, or a Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG), where nodes may have more than a parent. The
DAG structure is an alternative which offers a more reliable
broadcast service in exchange of a higher redundancy. The
solution in [29] also offers the possibility to construct either
a regular graph or a DAG, but it implements an algorithm
for dynamically building trees on demand when a node
wants to broadcast a message. In that case there is very
little maintenance overhead, because no overlay structure
is maintained for a prolonged time. Even though [33] does
not offer multiple tree types, it does maintain multiple trees
at the same time for improving reliability and balancing
load among nodes. Finally, in [31] and [32] they try to
construct highly efficient trees by being aware of network
proximity or other characteristics such as node CPU and
buffer resources.

Data-centric solutions [34], [35], [36] are mainly used
in file-sharing applications. They are not suited for real-
time data streams, because they are based on a ’swarming’
design. Nodes advertise what data have received, and if
neighbours are interested, they must explicitly ask for the
data. On the one hand, this approach offers robustness.
When a peer disconnects, it does not generate packets loss
or stream interruption, because unlike hybrid solutions, any
neighbour containing the missing packet can be contacted
for data retrieval. Different alternatives mainly differ in the
strategies they propose for organizing how to pull the data,
that is, at every moment which is the best neighbour for
retrieving the block of data. In [35] apart from proposing
different pull strategies, it presents a hybrid solution that
combines ’swarming’ with a tree structure, for improving
the dissemination latency.

Due to the lack of space, all the different alternatives
have been highly resumed. But a more detailed comparison
including efficiency, scalability and reliability properties are
shown in Table 5.

3.5.1 Proposed API
The dissemination service exposes three different functions.
Even though it is designed as a broadcast dissemination, it
is easy to use it for multicasting. It is only needed to split
multicast nodes into broadcast groups.

• join broadcast(broadcast configuration): function
for joining a broadcast group, where messages are
disseminated. Note that if the broadcast is intended
to have a single source, the first node joining the
broadcast will be the source.

• leave broadcast(broadcast id): function for grace-
fully leaving a broadcast group.

• broadcast(broadcast id, message): function for
sending a message to a broadcast group.

3.6 Searching

Searching is a basic service that a lot of applications use it.
When discussing about searching in peer-to-peer networks,
the main solutions are based on structured peer-to-peer and
the Distributed Hash Tables. DHTs offer deterministic and
efficient mechanisms for locating data. But, as mentioned in
Section 2 there are some cases where searching in unstruc-
tured networks may result in faster querying times. This
primarily happens if a certain file is very popular and many
nodes have it. In this case, implementing a searching service
by means of unstructured peer-to-peer tends to produce
better results. However, it is not necessary to entirely replace
DHTs. Instead, unstructured solutions can be used as a
cache, which is queried before making use of a deterministic
DHT.

[45] provides a survey of major searching techniques in
unstructured peer-to-peer networks. It does present multi-
ple ways to classify the searching methods. It differentiates
between Breadth First Search (BFS) and Depth First Search
(DFS). In a BFS method, the querying node forwards the
query to all its neighbours, but in DFS only to some of them.
It also classifies searching techniques as regular-grained and
coarsed-grained. In a regular-grained approach all nodes
participate in query forwarding, while in coarse-grained just
a subset of all the nodes. And finally, it presents a classifica-
tion that differentiates between blind-search and informed-
search, where the informed-search maintains some meta-
data about nodes and their contents, whereas blind-search
does not keep any information. We have decided to choose
BFS and DFS classification, because we think it is the most
intuitive and easy to understand method.

The basic BFS is similar to flooding but with a maximum
TTL. When a node receives a query message it checks if
it has the searched content. If it does, it sends it to the
requester. Otherwise, it forwards the query to all its neigh-
bours. Note that even if a neighbour finds the content, all
the others that do not have the content, will still forward
the query until the TTL reaches to zero. This technique
generates a lot of redundant and unneeded messages. As
an alternative [39] presents Iterative deepening, also known
as expanding ring. Breadth-first searches are initiated with
successively larger depth limits (TTLs), until either the
queries are satisfied, or the TTL reaches zero. As a clarifying
example, imagine that a file at depth two is searched and
the TTL in basic BFS is five. However, in the deepening BFS,
three iterative TTLs are defined: one, two and five. In that
case, the Iterative deepening first tries BFS with TTL 1, but
it does not find any result. So, it executes BFS a second time
with TTL 2. The second time, it is able to find the content
and it does not need to execute the last BFS with TTL 5.
Conversely, in the basic BFS, it executes BFS with TTL 5,
and even though one of the paths results in success at depth
2, the other paths continue until TTL reaches to zero. So, in
exchange of a higher latency, Deepening BFS hugely reduces
messages amount.

Other BFS implementations do not blindly forward
messages, but they collect and use information about the
network for improving efficiency [39]. There are three BFS
informed extensions: Directed BFS, Intelligent Search and
Local Indices. Directed BFS and Intelligent Search, both
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TABLE 6
Searching protocols comparison.

BFS DFS blind
search

informed
search

random
walks indices queries

information
data

information
local

resolution
single-hop

view
Iterative deepening [39] X X X
Directed BFS [39] X X X X
Intelligent Search [39] X X X
Local Indices [39] X X X
K-walker Random Walk [40] X X X X
Adaptive Probabilistic Search [41] X X X
Routing Indices [42] X X X X X
Dominating set based search [43] X X X X X
Attenuated Bloom Filters [44] X X X X X

gather information about past queries that have been an-
swered by neighbours. They may be interested on knowing
response times or success rates. However, Local Indices
keeps information about documents topics and the amount
of documents saved in neighbours. These three applications
also differ on when they apply the recorded information.
Whereas Directed BFS only applies the information for
choosing neighbours of the querying node (just in the first
hop), Intelligent Search and Local Indices use it for guiding
the entire search process.

There are five main DFS techniques. On the one hand,
there are K-walker Random Walk [40] and Adaptive Prob-
abilistic Search (APS) [41]. In K-walker Random Walk, as
the name indicates, K parallel random walks are deployed
with a maximum TTL, and if any of the walkers finds the
data, it sends it back to the requester. APS is based on this
last technique, but walkers hops are probabilistic instead of
random. That is, each node keeps information about past
queries, and then, the forwarding selection makes decisions
based on that information. On the other hand, Routing
Indices (RI) [42], Dominating set based search [43] and
Attenuated Bloom Filters [44] can be found. Routing Indices
works similarly to Local Indices, but it does not use BFS
when no results are found using the indices, instead, it
calculates the ’goodness’ for every path, and it consecutively
queries the nodes from the ’best’ path until a result is
found or a maximum depth is reached. Dominating set
based search also maintains information about neighbours
content in order to accelerate query resolution. Nodes in
the network, form a connected dominating set (CDS) which
is a subset of superpeers that are in charge of generating
indices for all the available data in the network. These
special peers must be reachable from any node in a single
hop. The superpeers in the CDS gather all the information
about network contents, and when a node launches a query,
it forwards it to a CDS supereer. In case the superpeer does
not have an index related to the queried data, it executes a
random-walk among peers in the CDS. And if still no results
are found, it notifies the requester. Lastly, the Attenuated
Bloom Filters technique makes use of digested local indices
called Bloom Filters, which are probabilistic data structures
(hash functions) that are used to test whether an element
is part of a set. Nodes maintain an array of bloom filters
for every neighbour, and the ith bloom filter in the array,
represents all reachable contents at depth i through that
neighbour.

It is important to note that solutions which generate local
information based on nodes further away than a single hop,

anti-entropy MRWB LPBCast/Mon K-walker

T-Man

Newscast

Fig. 5. UnsServ extreme.

they need a stable overlay. Otherwise, if the overlay is highly
dynamic and most of the peers are constantly joining and
leaving, the network will suffer inconsistencies among the
nodes, and will be overloaded with maintenance messages.

3.6.1 Proposed API
Searching service exposes five simple functions:

• publish(content): function for publishing data in the
searching system. Depending on the implementation
it may trigger only an update in a local array, or
several updates in remote indices.

• unpublish(content): function for unpublishing data
in the searching system.

• search(content descriptor): function for searching
data in the searching system.

4 UNSSERV

UnsServ is the resulting software from the survey presented
in the previous section. For each service, UnsServ chooses
an implementation among the available alternatives. It is
important to specify that the selection process and all the
reasoning behind, are entirely based on intuition. No actual
experimentation has been carried out.

UnsServ is designed thinking on the real world usability.
That is why, two different versions of UnsServ are proposed.
On the one hand, a group of solutions for highly dynamic
environments, where massive churns and continuous leaves
and joins occur. And on the other hand, a second version for
more stable environments that do not suffer massive churns,
and where every participant is expected to stay connected
for several minutes or hours before leaving.

UnsServ implementation for highly dynamic environ-
ments is named UnsServ extreme. An illustrative stack of
selected solutions can be seen in Figure 5. A node cannot
expect to stay connected to a neighbour for more than
a few minutes or seconds. Therefore, the best strategy is
to continuously update the local view. Moreover, opening
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anti-entropy RWD PlumTree/Brisa Attenuated BFs

X-Bot

HyParView

Fig. 6. UnsServ stable.

and maintaining TCP connections may be too costly for
these scenarios. That is why, for membership and clustering
services Newscast and T-Man solutions have been chosen,
instead of more solid and stable solutions that rely on
two-layered overlays. Newscast is a gossiping membership
which implements the following combination: a random
peer selection, a view selection that keeps the youngest
peers, and a pushpull view propagation. As the aggrega-
tion service the gossip-based anti-entropy solution has been
selected because compared to other solutions, it offers a
higher flexibility. We wanted to give the most amount of
different aggregates, instead of very efficient but single-
purposed applications. For random sampling, the Metropo-
lis Hashting extension which implements backtracking for
dynamic overlays has been chosen [7]. This solution offers
higher homogeneity than the Maximum-Degree algorithm,
and unlike the Random Weight Distribution, it does not
recalculate all the probabilities when a single neighbour
fails. In data dissemination two use cases have been distin-
guished: single-source and multiple-source dissemination.
In single-source systems, only one node broadcasts the data.
However, in multiple-source applications, any node is free
to generate and transmit data to all the network. For the
single-source solution Mon has been selected, because it is
able to construct dissemination trees on-demand, without
any previous structure maintenance. Conversely, LPBCast is
the multiple-source implementation. Instead of maintaining
a tree, LBPCast makes use of the gossiping as the dis-
semination mechanism. Maintaining any kind of structure
may result prohibitive in extremely dynamic environments.
Hence, for searching, K-walker random walks has been
chosen. It is the only solution that does not store information
about neighbours or past queries. Even though it was not
mentioned in Section 3.5 Deepening BFS keeps a soft-state
when executing multiple TTL BFS for the same query.

So, UnsServ extreme is designed for decentralized
volatile environments. For example, it could be used in a
smart city where there are IoT devices that are continuously
moving, and connections between them do not last more
than a few seconds. Due to its dynamism and ad-hoc topol-
ogy, this scenario could benefit from a highly scalable and
churn-resistant unstructured peer-to-peer network.

The more conservative version of UnsServ is called
UnsServ stable. The stack of solutions is shown in Figure
6. As the underlying membership and clustering services
HyParView and X-Bot have been chosen. These solutions
provide a reactive overlay which offers a more secure, stable
and efficient network, than a single-layered overlay. The
aggregation service is implemented by the gossip-based
solution, just like in the extreme version. For the random
sampling technique the Random Weight Distribution is

used, because in exchange of a higher maintenance over-
head, it optimizes the random walk path length. Compared
to MH and MD, it provides a more homogeneous and
efficient sampling. On the one hand, for multiple-source
data dissemination, Plumtree has been selected, which is
one of the only solutions that constructs spanning-trees
for multiple-source broadcast. Moreover, compared to other
alternatives, Plumtree offers the simplest and more straight-
forward solution. On the other hand, for the single-source
data dissemination service, Brisa has been chosen, due to
its easy coupling with HyParView, and because it offers
high quality DAG and regular tree structures. Finally, the
searching service is implemented by means of Attenuated
Bloom Filters, because as explained in [44], is the best-suited
alternative to be combined with an structured approach for
optimizing the searching performance.

UnsServ stable is designed for decentralized but more
stable environments. This version could be implemented
in a Bittorent-like application, where the nodes are human
users. In this scenario peers come and go, but connections
do not last few seconds, but minutes or even hours. That
is why, due to its reduced dynamism, it is better suited
for a more stable version of an unstructured peer-to-peer
network.

5 FUTURE WORK

Due to the lack of time, many tests, experiments and adapta-
tions have been left out from this work. Furthermore, even
though the final objective of this article was to release a
piece of software, no source code is still provided. Our
development will be guided by a previous review of current
frameworks and libraries on unstructured peer-to-peer. The
final objective will be to publish UnsServ as a python library
or Elixir.

Furthermore, we have several ideas to proceed with this
line of research. On the one hand, we aim at checking if
the intuitions on which UnsServ is based are correct. For
that, we will carry out different experiments comparing
the available alternatives on every service. On the other
hand, we will develop extensions for current solutions, in
order to improve them and make it easier to couple them
with other services in the UnsServ stack. For example, we
have detected that T-Man clustering application could be
enriched by implementing it in a double layer overlay,
similar to X-Bot. Finally, we also aim at doing research
on other useful functionalities that could be added to the
current stack of services. One of the functionalities we have
been thinking to include is synchronization, which is the
ability to coordinate different processes (nodes) to operate a
system without shared memory.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented the bases and a summary
of a degree’s thesis that will be carried through between
February and June 2020. Due to the lack of space, many
important details and key concepts have been left out.
Yet, we have tried to digest the current state-of-the-art on
unstructured peer-to-peer, by simplifying it to six different
services: membership, clustering, aggregation, sampling,
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dissemination and searching. A survey has been presented
for each of the services, and we have tried to give a clear
view of their functionality by reducing them to simple APIs.
Finally, UnsServ has been explained, the ultimate software
intended to offer all those services by means of a modular
library.
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